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played strictly. In a strict Team Match, the play-
ers are not allowed to talk about their cards. If 
they do so anyway, a Beer Barrel is given to the 
opposing team(s). It is allowed to imply your 
cards without words, however.

VII. Team Match
With four, six or eight players, you can play Beer 
Cards in teams of two. In this variant, the team 
members‘ played cards are added up in each 
round and the team with the highest result 
wins a Beer Barrel. The Team Match can be

to reach 32 cards each while using the regular 
number of 16 Free Beer Cards and 16 Beer Bar-
rels.

VI. Big Match
You can play Beer Cards with five to eight play-
ers if you have two packs of cards. Combine the 
White and Black Beer Cards from both packs

the most Beer Barrels at the end of the third 
match wins. In case of a draw, there is a Show-
down.

V. Long Match
In a Long Match, you play three matches of Beer 
Cards in a row, noting your number of Beer Bar-
rels at the end of each match. The player with 

classic variant is particularly recommened for 
two players. In case of a draw, the previous 
round‘s beginner starts the next round, too.

IV. Classic Match
You can play Beer Cards classically, which 
means without Starting Card. In this variant, 
you start a round if you reached the highest 
number of beers in the previous round. The

further Beer Barrels on a piece of paper.

III. Beer Shortage
In the rare case that, due to multiple draws, 
there are no Beer Barrels left, just note down all

plays any cards, but there still are players with 
cards in their hand, they can play one additio-
nal card to try and win, just like in a regular 
draw.

II. No Cards
If no player has cards left in their hand in the 
fourth round of the first game or if nobody 
plays any cards in a round, every player gets a 
Beer Barrel. If there is a draw because nobody

Beer Cards are dealt all at once, not in turn one 
after the other.
In every round, the Free Beer Cards are being 
put on the table by the player who has the Star-
ting Card at the moment.

I. Dealing Cards
The player with the Starting Card shuffles and 
deals the White Beer Cards, the player to his left 
shuffles and deals the Black Beer Cards, and the 
next player over shuffles the Free Beer Cards.
TheThe starting player receives their cards first, the 
others follow clockwisely. The Black and White
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